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Residents in Aurora’s northwest quadrant are coming together as a united voice to speak out on area traffic, development and transit.




On Monday, April 15, at 7 p.m., the Northwest Aurora Ratepayers Association will hold their inaugural meeting. Residents living in this community are asked to RSVP to the first of what is hoped to be many meetings by April 5 to nwaurorarpa@gmail.com in order to determine the venue needed.




The Northwest Aurora Ratepayers Association, which is being steered by Sue Bugos and Michael Rotondi, was born out of the Ward 1 Committee facilitated by local Councillor Ron Weese.




Its catchment area includes the section of Aurora bordered by Yonge Street and Bathurst Street in the east and west, Heathwood Heights in the south, and the Town’s border with Newmarket in the north.




Concerns voiced amongst community members include increased traffic on neighbourhood roads, the expansion of GO service and its impact on traffic along St. John’s, and the Shining Hill development at St. John’s and Yonge.




“Any of those things that are changing have an impact on us as well,” says Bugos, noting both she and Rotondi saw the value of bringing neighbours together in a more cohesive way. “I prefer to be part of the solution; I would rather not sit on the sidelines and whine if there is something to be done; let’s do it and figure it out. I think, for me, it was an opportunity to try and coordinate everyone so that we can have a unified voice for any issues that affect our neighbourhood. It’s an easy way to have a presence with other organizations like the Town, York Region, Metrolinx – any of those organizations where they are trying to contact residents and residents want to be in touch with them. If we can be more of an official body, in a sense, it would really facilitate that and make it easier.”




In order to become an officially-recognized ratepayers’ association, 10 households and at least 20 people need to sign up. Organizers of the Northwest group were very close to that threshold last week and spent the weekend hitting the pavement.




“As we move forward, we will start reaping the benefits [of organizing], but from my experience, any time you can bring people together creates a sense of community and I think we have an opportunity here to create a more cohesive sense of community in our neighbourhood in Aurora and it gives an organized and coordinated way for people to have their voices heard and to provide input,” says Bugos. “We’re inundated with information in so many different ways. This is one way we hope will be an easy, one-stop way for people to find out what is going on in our part of Aurora that affects them.




“[Residents] don’t have to do anything. They literally can just add their name to our list and become passive members; there’s no obligation to come to regular meetings or go to Council meetings or anything like that. Everybody is busy, and when people see something like this, sometimes they go, ‘Ugh, I just don’t have the time for another committee’ or whatever it is.




“This is probably the easiest organization somebody could be a member of. They just have to give us their contact information and let us know they’re interested; yes, we need people to step forward and take on some leadership roles, but the majority of people in our area honestly can just be passive members. I have been in Aurora for 13 years now and it is a great little community and just by paying attention you get a sense of what’s going on. If we can contribute to that in a small way for our little pocket of Aurora, I think that’s what we’re hoping to do.”




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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“We don’t need saviours, we need conspirators”









Land acknowledgements have become a routine part of our public life, a regular feature at cultural and political events, concerts, and even ribbon-cuttings.




But what do these words mean? Who wrote them? What do they convey?




Those are questions Dr. Ruth Green, an Associate Professor in the School of Social Work at York University, is asking the community to consider ahead of a talk later this month at the Aurora Public Library (APL).




Dr. Green, a member of the Haudenosaunee nation, will explore these questions at APL on Thursday, April 18, at 7 p.m., encouraging a move away from Land towards Solidary Statements.




Ahead of the talk, she shared as much as land acknowledgements are ostensibly to further efforts towards Truth & Reconciliation, it’s time for a “reimagining” of how to “build these relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.”




“When people are just learning [about this history] and they hear these land acknowledgements, they think that is enough,” says Green. “How do you build a relationship where people can say, ‘I am going to acknowledge this territory, but I am also going to acknowledge who I am in this territory?’ A land acknowledgement can’t just be a script because then it becomes performative; instead of being performative, how do non-Indigenous people understand themselves as guests in Indigenous territory and how do we make a commitment to do better?




“Dr. Cindy Blackstock says she shares dreams of a generation of Indigenous children who don’t have to heal from their childhood and a generation of non-Indigenous children who don’t have to apologize. We’re not going to do it coming at each other with barbs; we’re going to do it by caring.”




In doing so, Green says she has to remember who she is.




History, she says, wanted to “make us disappear” and Green describes herself as “the grandchild of Indigenous people they couldn’t kill.”




“My grandfather was in a residential school and my grandmother was in Indian hospitals; she was experimented on. My mom escaped the child welfare system by being thrown out of a window. This is my life.”




All of us have “sat in spaces where our homes don’t feel peaceful, be it when we were teenagers and pissing off our parents; be it when we moved into our first apartment and had horrible roommates; we went through a break-up of an intimate relationship – we all know what it feels like to be in a home without peace. If you understand that, that’s what it feels like to be an Indigenous person every day, times all of us.




“I can try and come at it in ways that individuals can connect with their own lived reality, but also see the political and national implication. That’s how I take this from being a land acknowledgement to somebody saying, ‘I need to do these things to stand in solidarity; I need to learn more; I am going to write letters to the paper, to the Prime Minister, to Members of Parliament, to my Mayor…. I am going to say we need to do better.’”




When Green is in a situation where a land acknowledgement is said, she often asks the host who wrote it. The answers are interesting and varied from an organization “asking a few Indigenous community members to work on it,” to “We got it off Google” or, “We read a bunch off Google and wrote it ourselves.”




That base of knowledge, she says, comes from Indigenous-led writings and that “took emotional labour” and “it’s important we don’t lose sight of the fact Indigenous people did the work to get the land acknowledgement there.”




“It’s important to stand and do it more than just a script – who are you in relationship to that land acknowledgement? How do you understand your roles and responsibilities to the treaty people you’re in?”




“It should not be our work anymore. We did the foundation and a lot of spaces and places have that access to that Indigenous person’s labour, but that is going to tell you how to build it yourself.”




It will be a learning journey, she says, and nobody is going to get it right the first time.




No non-Indigenous person she’s met nailed “Haudenosaunee” the first time just by looking at it. But Green says “we have now had enough time where people should be able to say the name of my confederacy.”




“I have asked many, many language-speakers across Canada and the U.S., ‘What is the word for ‘mistake’ in your language? I get virtually the same answer every time, ‘Oh, there’s not really a word for mistake. It’s kind of either a ‘teaching’ or a ‘learning.’ If that is our worldview, if we don’t have a word for ‘mistake’ and people are coming with good intentions and are willing to hear if their impact is not their intention, then we can move forward.




“Canada has had a problem where their intention and their impact has not always been to the benefit. If somebody’s intention is to the benefit and their impact is not, but they are willing to hear it, I am willing to talk to them.”




To be a part of the conversation on April 18, visit bit.ly/3SA3Gdz.




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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Aurora’s upcoming Active Transportation Master Plan will be subject to a further staff report before final approval.




Council last week formally received a presentation and report made by consultants from WSP Canada in early March outlining the development of the Plan and recommendations contained therein.




The Plan (ATMP) will help guide the development of active transportation – including trails and bike routes – within Aurora over the next 20 years, keeping in mind future growth projections and ensuring that active transportation is sustainable and safe in the long-run.




The Master Plan has been in the works since 2021 with consultants WSP Canada and has been guided by six key pillars: Provide and Support a Variety of Transportation Options; Support Community Health; Improve Connectivity; Increase Sustainability; Prioritize Safety and Accessibility; and Coordinate with Existing and Future Infrastructure Projects.




Surveying Aurora residents, consultants say community members identified “challenges” within the existing active transportation network which affect how often residents use them, including “lack of a connected cycling and trail network, concerns about high speed and noise from vehicle traffic, poor conditions of some existing sidewalks and trails, [and] connections to key Town destinations” such as the GO Station.




“A key task of the Active Transportation Master Plan (ATMP) was to develop a proposed active transportation network for Aurora that was…designed with an equitable lens to ensure that underserved communities will have optimal access to the network. Along with equity and connectivity considerations, the proposed network is intended to be universally accessible to people of all ages and abilities,” they said. “In total, the Town of Aurora’s recommended active transportation and trails network is made up of almost 490 km or routes. Approximately 300 km is existing and this ATMP proposes about 190 km of new routes.




“To create a culture of walking, cycling and micro-mobility use in the Town of Aurora, financial investment and other resources need to be strategically allocated. The ATMP outlines phasing and maintenance strategies that are intended to guide decision-making on active transportation policy and planning processes while being flexible enough to adapt to changes in active transportation trends or other opportunities that may arise over the years as the network is being implemented.”




Short term goals – those that can be accomplished within ten years of the plan’s adoption – include “quick wins” of signed bike routes, “conventional or buffered” bike lanes, physically separated facilities along roadways, the further development of sidewalks and the implementation of “road diets” to facilitate traffic flow.




Before Council accepted the presentation on March 26, Ward 5 resident and cycling advocate Steve Fleck said more focus needs to be put on connectivity within the trails system, particularly east to west, and in accessing transit easily and safely.




“In much of suburban Canada, including places like Aurora, we are woefully behind where we could and should be on active transportation and associated and needed infrastructure,” said Fleck. “Over the past 30 plus years, and decision after decision seems to have been made by planners and governments assuming that everyone will drive everywhere for everything – further and further entrenching car dependency. This has resulted in roads clogged with traffic congestion and now personal transportation by car is the fastest-growing CO2 emissions category in Canada. The numbers of the latter just keep going up and up. Worth noting is roughly 30 per cent of car trips made in Canada are less than 3 km. Car dependency also leads to, collectively, significantly less physical activity with the knock on negative effects it has on physical and mental health. The good news in Aurora is due to several key factors. There is great hope and opportunity with improved active transportation.”




A feature which sets Aurora apart from many other communities, he said, is having its main transportation hub – the GO Station – right in the centre of the Town.




“That’s rare in the GTA to have a huge positive asset built and active transportation feeding into it. “In Aurora, there have been past attempts at bike lanes here and there and some multiuse paths that have been added here and there, but few of these are linked up directly to true utilitarian use. As an example, there currently is no direct and safe way to access the GO Train station approaching from the east. There is a multiuse path along Wellington but it ends at John West Way and Mary Street.




“You can see the GO Train station 400 metres off in the distance, but there is no safe way currently to directly access that by bike. The walk is a bleak one and a bit unsafe, if you are on foot. With GO Train station parking kind of at a max capacity, the only way to get more users there with increasing GO Service will be increasing the numbers that arrive by other means other than a car.”




Council, he concluded, needs to “follow the lead” of cities like Edmonton, Las Vegas, and Tucson, AZ, to incorporate considerations for active transportation in all of their decision-making processes – including Tucson’s requirement for a bike lane to be installed whenever a road is resurfaced.




Speaking in support of the ATMP was Ward 1 Councillor Ron Weese – but as much as he supported what was there, one missing component were those all-important connections, including at points of St. John’s Sideroad and headed towards the GO.




“We only have crossings for cyclists and pedestrians wherever we have traffic and cars,” he said of the transit hub. “There has been no real effort to try to mitigate that problem, yet I see it in the Plan, but it is proposed and I think it is proposed for years and years forward. What I hope that the Active Transportation group and Traffic Safety can do is start putting some meat on those bones so we can start planning for the connection east and west underneath the GO and it will likely take some cooperation amongst the various levels of government but I think it is something that has to be done very soon.”




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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Should Aurora’s trails system be fully lit?




That was a question coming out of a recent Community Safety Town Hall event hosted by Newmarket-Aurora MPP Dawn Gallagher Murphy, in conjunction with York Regional Police, held at Aurora Town Hall.




Responding to the YRP’s presentation on crime reporting, area resident Stephanie McCleave said the community “desperately” needs lights within the local trail system to help get a handle on crime.




“Newmarket has lights on their entire trail system for those houses like mine that back onto the trail,” she told Police and community members assembled on March 21. “It is pitch-black at night and there is a lot activity that can be made in that trails system. If we can put cameras on those lamp posts that would be helpful.”




Police responded that lighting in situations like a trails system would fall to the municipality, and, in response, Mayor Tom Mrakas said that has always been a hot-button issue.




“We don’t have lighting on our trails and that is something we talk about constantly, not only at Council but through the Trails Committee we used to have,” he said. “This is not to minimize it, but, at the same time, you have to remember that 50 per cent of the people don’t want lights in their trails because it impacts the lighting that comes into the backs of their homes.




“I live off of a trail and I know exactly how dark it is, and I agree with you. These are discussions that we’re going to continuously have at Council and it is something we might move towards doing, but there is also the realistic thing of the costs, that it is going to take all the trails because we can’t just do certain trails; we’re either going to do all of them or we’re going to do none of them.




“These are conversations we’re going to continue to have. Council is pretty firm on not moving forward with lights at this time but that could happen in the near future.”




Some of Aurora’s trails have lights in certain segments.




Trails in Fleury and Machell Park are fully illuminated, while the Holland River Valley Trail and Nokiidaa Trail are illuminated on the north side of Wellington Street.




The upcoming trail in Highland Gate Park will be fully lit when completed, the Town notes, adding that all pathways are lit in parks where there are amenities such as playgrounds and field courts.




Most trails that are in a “natural setting” are unlit, and these include the Klaus Wherenberg Trail, Oak Ridges Trail, Sheppard’s Bush Conservation Area, and the Willow Farm, Lakeview and Wimpey Trails.




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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The Rites of Spring are all around us in the festivals of rebirth being observed by tens of millions across Canada.




This past weekend, the solemnity of Good Friday dissolved into the celebration of Easter.  The croci, daffodils, and tulips emerge from the cold earth providing the promise of vibrant color against the rainy skies of April.  We experience the good feeling of opened windows, letting the fresh Spring air into our homes.  Gatherings around the Easter table with friends and family rouse the spirit–long subdued by the muck and slush of what seemed like five Novembers in a row for folks in Central Ontario.




The sports world synchronizes quite nicely with these moments of rebirth as we transition from March to April.




Paramount among these sporting events is Major League Baseball’s Opening Day.




Local fans reveled in the Blue Jays’ stirring 8-2 win over Tampa Bay in a venue that has not been kind to the SkyDome Nine. For 24 hours, fans’ insecurities about Bo and Vladdy’s as core players, the left-handed power issues, and pitching injuries are laid to rest by the events of Game 1: Bichette’s 2-RBI double and his sterling play at shortstop; Vladdy’s 450-foot bomb to deep centre and his highlight reel catches at first base; Biggio’s home run and Keirmaier’s RBI from the left side of the dish; and Berrios’s six-innings of work exorcise the demons connected to his premature exit from last Fall’s crucial playoff game due to the Jays’ metrics-based over-managing.  




Not only did MLB fans fall in love again with the most charming of North American sports, but running simultaneously with the pastoral pastime is March Madness.




Of particular interest for Canadian basketball fans is the Sweet Sixteen matchup featuring two of our finest homegrown collegiate basketball players in a Good Friday showdown:  Gonzaga Bulldogs’ Point Guard Ryan Nembhard of Aurora versus the Purdue Boilermakers’ Centre and NCAA Player of the Year Zach Edey of Toronto.




It is perfect prime time entertainment after a Friday afternoon of observances.




Edey’s #1-ranked Boilermakers advance to the Elite Eight with an 80-68 victory over Nembhard’s Bulldogs. Edey scores 27 points and collects 14 rebounds while Nembhard fires 14 points and dishes out 7 assists in a showcase of Canadian hardcourt talent.




Aligning quite nicely with Opening Day and March Madness is the Masters Golf Championship—an event perfectly-constructed for television.  The race for the Green Jacket is always compelling.




CBS commentators present Augusta National as an Edenic place. Even the calls of local song birds are used to cheer on the birdies and eagles made by the best golfers in the world. Amid the pine straw, white sand, azaleas, and rolling emerald green surfaces is Amen Corner.  It’s a prayerful place, indeed.




In addition to the regenerative feelings created by Opening Day, March Madness, and The Masters is the excitement generated by the final playoff pushes in the NBA and NHL.




While the “tanking” Raptors are more than likely to lose their final fifteen games of their star-crossed season, Canadian basketball fans can take solace in the adventures of twenty-five Canadian-born players currently employed by NBA teams. It’s a star-studded cast of characters including MVP-candidate Gilgous-Alexander, NBA champion Murray, Brooks, Dort, Powell, Alexander-Walker, Joseph, Olynyk, and Barrett—all of whom are committed not only to their professional squads, but to Team Canada this Summer in the Paris Olympics.   




Alas, the regenerative Rites of Spring won’t likely apply to long-suffering Leafs fans whose team this Winter has been up and down like a toilet seat.  Perhaps these loyal folks will be rewarded for their steadfast faith in a team that has excoriated them in shocking and agonizing ways since 1967.  Sadly, there’s much more Good Friday than Easter Sunday in the experiences of Leafs fans since their last trip to the Stanley Cup finals 57 years ago.




A stunning contrast to the agony of the Leafs is the comparative success of the Toronto Rock, a lacrosse juggernaut hurtling toward the playoffs with a stellar 12-3 record.




The six-time champions find themselves perched atop the fifteen-team NLL.  The Rock have assembled a championship-calibre team that is worthy of attention when they appear on TSN.




This squad of superior athletes is by far the most successful professional sports franchise in Toronto over the last quarter-century with titles won in 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2005, and 2011.




Our nation’s official summer sport is played by a terrific team competing just down the QEW in Hamilton and the Rock offers the prospect of playoff success this Spring.




In addition to the hope that springs eternal in the local professional teams, there are the high school teams that are moving full speed into their Spring seasons.




April, May, and June are busy months for our highly-skilled secondary school high athletes who compete in a cornucopia of sports including Baseball, Rugby, Slo-Pitch, Track and Field, Ultimate Frisbee, Lacrosse, Badminton, Flag Football, and Co-Ed Volleyball.  Local residents can enjoy the spirited tournaments and meets running outdoors as our high school student-athletes break out of their winter confines to enjoy the fields, tracks, and pitches in quest of Regional Championships.




Our local rep teams are also preparing for a season of Elite competition after months of indoor training and will be vying for provincial league championships in baseball, softball, rugby, soccer, lacrosse, and track and field with an eye to USports and NCAA scholarships as post-secondary goals.




Spring has sprung and with it the promise of entertainment for sports fans at so many levels of competition.  Enjoy the sunny skies and the evenings of amazing television sports that will be beaming into living rooms and sports bars across the region for the next few weeks.




I will be enjoying a Rite of Spring next week when I fly with seven other crazy Canucks to Phoenix to enjoy the warm air of Arizona, the beauty of the cacti, and hospitality at the Rancho Manana, Coyote Lakes, and Palmbrook golf clubs.  My travelogue about this “Adventure in Arizona” (subtitled ‘Cursing Amid the Cacti’) will appear in this newspaper in the coming weeks as a preview to the Central Ontario golf season.




Until then, enjoy the Rites of Spring all around us.




By Jim Stewart
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Inclusion and belonging are not achieved by “fitting in”; instead it’s achieved when “we feel safe enough to stand out with all our differences and uniqueness.”




That was the message that York Regional Police Officer Mina Rahravan delivered in Aurora last week as the York Regional Police welcomed more than 300 members of the community to its Don Hillock Drive headquarters for a special Iftar dinner, intended to break the Ramadan fast.




Residents of all ages and backgrounds came together for the sundown observance on March 27 which included a bounty of food, remarks from local Muslim leaders on the importance of fasting during this Holy Month, and from Police on doing their job in increasingly heated times.




“I can’t overstate the significance of having multiple faiths tonight demonstrating their support for one another,” said York Regional Police Chief Jim MacSween. “Tonight, at this interfaith Iftar, we are celebrating the Holy Month of Ramadan [and] we’re also acknowledging the vibrant diversity of cultures, beliefs and traditions that make our community truly exceptional. Tonight, as we break bread together, we do more than just share a meal – we’re sharing stories, lived experiences and the universal human values that unite each other and every one of us.




“This Iftar is not just a tradition for our Muslim brothers and sisters marking the end of a day’s fast during the Holy Month of Ramadan, it’s a symbol of unity, of coming together across different faiths, to acknowledge and celebrate our diversity.”




Following a speech from Mohammed Hashim, Executive Director of the Canadian Race Relations Foundation, about the work his organization does, Rahravan highlighted the work that she and the YRP have been doing closer to home.




She spoke of facilitating an environment where people are indeed comfortable to stand out with “our differences and uniqueness” but “without fear of being discriminated against and the fear of being targets of hate speech and hate-motivated crimes.”




A recent forum designed specifically for the Muslim community was related to Islamophobia and hate crime prevention and, at the end of the session came near, there were a series of “quiet” questions directed on police.




“The questions had no voice, but they had heavy emotions,” said Rahravan. “The questions were, ‘What do I do when somebody pulls my hijab? What do I do when someone assaults me simply because I am wearing a hijab? Should I call the police? What do I do when after years and years of contributions for a democratic Canadian society that I get yelled at from across the street, ‘Go back to your country?’ just because I’m wearing a hijab. Should I call the police?’




“Those questions were calls for actions. Those questions demanded to be heard, demanded to be voiced and to be humanized. This is why York Regional Police, in collaboration with Muslim Women of Vaughan, orchestrated two important [components]…designed for our Muslim women in the community. They became a platform, a safe and authentic space for our Muslim women who wear hijab as well, to feel comfortable sharing their experiences, their thoughts, their fears, their emotions with a panel of female-only leaders and officers. That became a wonderful space for the officers, too.




“At the end of the forum, the message of York Regional Police was loud and clear that here in the Region of York there is no space for hate. We all come together with our diversities and differences and are there to unite us not divide us and relay the message to our esteemed community that whenever hate knocks at your door, rest assured York Regional Police is here to respond to a call for help.”




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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Aurora Councillors are once again getting a pay raise – but how long it lasts will once again be in the hands of Mayor Tom Mrakas.




Council last week voted in favour of a salary increase of more than 30 per cent. It’s a similar salary increase first discussed at Council last fall, which was subsequently approved by a Council majority only to be rescinded by Mayor Tom Mrakas during the 2024 Budget process using his Strong Mayor powers.




The motion passed again last week was the same motion brought forward this past winter by Ward 5 Councillor John Gallo, which was again vetoed by Mayor Mrakas.




Council gave its latest approval to the motion at the March 26 session on a vote of 4 – 2.




Voting in favour of the pay increase were Ward 1 Councillor Ron Weese, Ward 2 Councillor Rachel Gilliland, Ward 3 Councillor Wendy Gaertner, and Councillor Gallo. Mayor Mrakas and Ward 6 Councillor Harold Kim voted against the motion, and Ward 4 Councillor Michael Thompson, who has previously been in opposition, was absent from the meeting.




Once again, Mayor Mrakas may use his Strong Mayor powers to veto the legislation, but announced on March 27 meeting he would consider the matter over the following 14 days.




“We have now debated and discussed a Council compensation increase four times in less than a year,” he said. “As a Council, I believe our focus should be on more pressing matters that directly impact our residents. I will not be swayed or pressured into approving a decision that residents of Aurora have made clear to me they staunchly oppose, and I believe does not serve the best interests of our community.




“After careful consideration, and as required by the Municipal Act, I have notified Council of my intention to potentially veto the proposed bylaw seeking to immediately increase Council’s total compensation by 42.6 per cent and salaries by 30 per cent, as the utilization of funds from the tax rate stabilization fund was not anticipated for this purpose when the 2024 Budget was adopted. I will take the next 14 days as per the Act and carefully consider this option, and what is in the best interest of the community.”




He added he hoped last week’s debate would “mark the conclusion” of the matter, “allowing us to redirect our focus to more urgent and productive matters.”




In bringing his motion back, Councillor Gallo said it was to give colleagues who were absent from the last go-round an opportunity to make their views known.




“This is before us because it was a tie vote and Councillor Kim was not there,” he said. “It’s unfortunate that Councillor Kim and Councillor Thompson are not here to express their opinions or vote on the matter, especially considering, should it pass, they will benefit from it.”




The last debate failed on a tie vote as Councillor Gilliland had left the table, stating she didn’t “recognize” the motion or what the ultimate outcome would be. Last week, she said there was a “lack of information” at the time.




“I do believe in equality and fair compensation,” she said last week. “This compensation recommendation came from a citizen committee made up of business and HR professionals, signed off by the CAO and HR professional department.”




There were “many misleading numbers floating around” since the matter was last before Council, she contended, and underscored Aurora’s Councillors are the second-lowest paid in the Region.




Council members and residents within York Region, she said, have “reached out to us to personally share the same sentiment” and this feedback made Council members “feel valued.”




“In my opinion, we are back here not about the compensation, but my belief about the process and the Strong Mayor powers that were utilized,” she continued. “The fact is this was passed by Council and fully funded by the rate stabilization with zero impact on the tax levy. I really do feel for staff – I want to shout out because they were asked for clarification from the Ministry and the Ministry simply pushed it back to staff and said, ‘You figure it out. You determine how that legislation is to be determined…’ thus being a very grey area. As such, I did seek external legal counsel as recommended by staff and the question still remains: does Strong Mayor powers have oversight of the budget only when it relates to affecting the tax levy, or both? Since there is already a funding source that didn’t affect the levy, that is the question…. [This] is an over-reach and a process that lurks in the grey area that is not fully understood.




“I have heard from the residents and I stand for fairness and equity, but for me, it is not just about me – it is about the next person and the person after that that sits in this chair. I have listened and I have already listened to the concerns of the residents and have said before I wouldn’t engage in any of the compensation benefits. I will be voting in favour of this process because, as I said, I believe this is an over-reach and the process that lurks in the grey area…not fully understood. Strong Mayor powers outside of advancing housing priorities is simply undemocratic – strong and wrong.”




Speaking to the motion, Councillor Gallo said he wanted to address the idea that “this should have been done last term and it wasn’t, therefore any increase should be for the next term of Council.” The process here, he said, is not particularly different as Council would be voting on recommendations from a committee struck in the previous term.




“You can change the timing of it and that’s fine, but a committee was struck, we took that what the committee had recommended, and we moved that forward,” he said. “It is no different than if we struck a committee last year. Those recommendations would have found themselves on a budget and the sitting Council would have approved their increase. It happens every year. Every term it happens. There is no difference here. This concept that we’re doing something wrong is preposterous and I certainly wouldn’t be putting this forward this many times if I thought I was doing something wrong or incorrect or unjustified.”




Councillor Gaertner was of a similar viewpoint, adding it is “not Council’s responsibility” to bring a Council Compensation Committee forward, but rather of staff.




“I believe it is an oversight on the part of the administration,” she said.




In stating his position at the table, Mayor Mrakas said not only was he “tired” of seeing this come forward, “I think most of the public is,” too.




“Council can absolutely have approved this for next year,” he said. “That was the recommendation that was in front of us in October. It was on the recommendation on the agenda. Any Councillor last term could have put forward a motion and last year to look at Council compensation, yet no one sitting at this table, excluding Councillor Weese because he wasn’t here, put anything forward.




“I am still opposed to this. I have heard from many residents that they opposed this, so I stand by what the majority of the residents feel and I have also heard from many elected officials across this Province that can’t believe that such an increase is being put forward at this time.”




Under the terms of what was first approved in 2023, the raise would have been funded completely from the Tax Rate Stabilization Fund in 2023 and 2024 before things changed in 2025. In that year, the raise will be shared 50 per cent by the reserve and 50 by the taxpayers. The impacts would solely born by the tax rate beginning in 2026.




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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From housing to affordability, Canadians are facing crises every day – but what can we do on the local level to help ease the stress our fellow residents are experiencing? Fostering “Caring Communities” is an important step on that path forward, says Rebecca Shields, CEO of the Canadian Mental Health Association of York Region and South Simcoe. (CMHA-YRSS)




When people speak of “strong, safe and caring communities,” we often have a good handle on the first two adjectives, but a “caring” community can mean different things according to your perspective and circumstance. For Shields, a “caring community” is ensuring everyone has a sense of belonging.




“One of the things I am most passionate about is belonging and a caring community is where people belong,” says Shields, citing the annual Happiness Index report that came out last month, which saw Canada fall down the list by a few notches. “If you look at the research on the Happiness Index and you look at all of these other factors, when somebody doesn’t belong it doesn’t just affect the individual, it affects everyone around them.




“[Belonging means] we can be authentically ourselves in a space where we feel we can have purpose, independence, and give back to our communities. Caring communities are so important because none of us go through life without social challenge; it is in the very nature of humanness. In fact, we all experience loneliness at different periods of time, let alone chronic loneliness. We can look at seniors and the challenges they face, we want to care for our seniors because we know isolated seniors have poor health outcomes, they get victimized and all of those things. We want to create Caring Communities around there.”




It’s also important to create Caring Communities for youth, particularly in the face of youth homelessness and anxiety.




Shields says that recent studies have shown that 17 per cent of youth at any given time are in distress and not addressing that can lead to crises including anxiety, depression, substance abuse and suicidal ideation.




“All these risks come when people don’t feel they have these communities of belonging, communities that are caring around them,” she says. “Right now, they have identified there are 1,400 people [in York Region] who are homeless. The prediction is if we do nothing, within five years that is going to grow to 2,100 – 2,300. It’s a lot of people….in a wonderful country as ours and the wonderful community of York Region where we want to support everyone in belonging. Here’s the other side of the equation: There are over 14,000 people on the Affordable Housing wait list; of those 14,000 people…there 5,600 are seniors and 6,000 of them are families.”




There is sometimes the perception that those experiencing homelessness or are vulnerable due to lack of access to affordable housing are going through this due to choices they made along the way, but Shields points out that “no child ever chooses to live on the streets, no senior chooses to be at an age where they cannot afford the place they’re living in, and no family with children ever chooses to not have a safe place for their child to sleep at night.”




“In York Region, what scares me is this moment of scarcity…but what a Caring Community understands is the more we care for our neighbours and our community, the more resilient our community becomes. When we lift all boats…that actually raises the standard of living for everyone. Less resources are needed at the acute end if you can help people when they just need a helping hand and provide caring and wrap-around supports. We know this intrinsically…. We can work in partnership together to create Caring Communities around children, around families, around seniors, around youth, and even around adults.”




The small percentage of adults who end up in the criminal justice system, she adds by way of an example, is why we have police, but if we don’t have Caring Communities “the fabric that holds us all up just becomes more and more eroded.”




To this end, Shields says she was “disappointed” by the decision Aurora Council made this past winter to deny an Emergency and Transitional Housing building for men in Aurora’s south side, but is hopeful the subsequent motion to identify three additional sites within the community for a building such as this will yield results.




“We all want emergency housing built yesterday,” she says. “I appreciate the commitment by Councillors to make a motion to try and find, offer new sites by the end of 2024 and we (the CMHA) are here to support. Whatever we can do to help and be a partner to move and create these spaces, we’re there. I wouldn’t do my job if I didn’t understand that I don’t always have all the information, sometimes there are setbacks, but you just keep going and you find the right solution.




“I think the foundation [of Caring Communities] is threefold: the foundation is that we have to have affordable housing for everyone and all walks of life and we have to have policies that support that because whether you are coming here and you’re a new Canadian… we need a range of affordable housing and hopefully that may include rental housing, but it also includes affordable private ownership. When you look at why youth seem so disenfranchised, they feel that there isn’t going to be opportunities for themselves that their parents had and we all want to feel that when we work we can build a life that is sustainable and supportive.




“This is one piece…we need: a foundation of affordable housing. We need a foundation of inclusion and diversity, and be a welcoming space for everybody regardless of their identity, and that’s the gift that Canada has that allows us to learn and experience all kinds of culture. I think we need a foundation for education. Broadly, we want our kids to have a foundation of safety… and access to food, transportation, and all those things. It comes down to where I started, which is belonging – we need people to feel they belong.”




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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Monday, April 1, marked the 100th anniversary of the Royal Canadian Air Force and the anniversary was marked with style in Aurora.




Before the Aurora Cenotaph and Armoury were bathed in blue light that evening, celebrations began at Town Hall where a commemorative flag was raised in a ceremony led by the Aurora branch of the Royal Canadian Legion and attended by Newmarket-Aurora MPP Dawn Gallagher Murphy, Mayor Tom Mrakas and Councillors Ron Weese (Ward 1) and Rachel Gilliland (Ward 2).




Throughout the day, dignitaries paid tribute to those who proudly wore the iconic blue uniform in the First and Second World Wars, the Korean War, and in modern conflicts since –  and to the men and women who continue to fly for Canada today.




“Today, I would like to offer my most sincere congratulations to the Royal Canadian Air Force (R.C.A.F.) as you celebrate one hundred years of serving Canada, Canadians and the world,” said the King in a message shared by Governor General Mary Simon. “Over the past century, the R.C.A.F. has contributed to peace and security across the world, thanks to the skill and professionalism of its many dedicated members. I honour those who made the ultimate sacrifice in the service of their country, as well as extending my deepest appreciation to all R.C.A.F. members, both past and present, and their families.




“Over the years, my family and I have had opportunities to meet many dedicated R.C.A.F. members. My wife and I remember with great fondness our own visit to an R.C.A.F. Wing in 2017, to meet those whose tireless efforts to search for and rescue those in distress have saved countless lives. On this centennial anniversary, and throughout the coming year, my family and I send our most heartfelt congratulations to you all.”




Sentiments were also shared by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who said members of the RCAF have “dedicated their lives to defending our peace, freedom and prosperity.”




“In times of war and peace, members of the RCAF have shown unwavering courage,” he said. “The Second World War marked the first significant challenge for the RCAF, with over 200,000 Canadians joining the Air Force to fight against tyranny and fascism. Since then, generation after generation of Canadians have served – from Afghanistan to the Arctic. The RCAF’s contributions to the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the Canadian Space Program, and United Nations peacekeeping operations demonstrate its enduring commitment to service. Here at home, the RCAF has supported Canadians by delivering disaster relief, including during last year’s devastating wildfire season.”




At a time of threats to “global stability,” Trudeau said the Federal government has invested $44 billion over the last 16 months for 138 new or refurbished aircraft for the Force, which will result in a “new fleet of fighter jets to new multi-mission aircraft” – the largest investment in a generation.




“In February 2023, the RCAF launched the Royal Canadian Air Force Strategy to help build a more agile, integrated, and inclusive air and space force that can face tomorrow’s challenges. By investing in the professional and personal growth of RCAF members, we are giving them the tools they need to achieve excellence at home and abroad. Our people are our number one priority and are the foundation upon which we build the RCAF.




“On this centennial occasion, I invite Canadians to learn more about the RCAF’s many achievements and to take part in activities celebrating this milestone anniversary. My heartfelt gratitude goes out to the families who have stood behind RCAF members over the last century, sharing in their sacrifices and triumphs. To all Royal Canadian Air Force personnel, past and present: thank you for your service. Your dedication, courage, and selflessness have kept – and continue to keep – our country safe.”




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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A feast for the senses will unfold at the historic Aurora Armoury on April 24 as CHATS – Community & Home Assistance to Seniors – hosts its second-annual Bubbles & Smiles event.




Formally, the second-annual “Bubbles & Smiles Sommelier Tutored Tasting & Culinary Experience,” this year’s event will feature a variety of champagnes and “bubbles from around the world” showcased by sommelier Ben Pilsky-Somers of Bossanova Wine & Beer and hors d’oeuvre pairings from the Armoury’s Chef Soohyeong Lee.




Bubbles & Smiles is the brainchild of Colleen Jones, Past Vice Chair of CHATS’ Board of Directors, who wanted to continue helping to fill in the gaps when it comes to local seniors’ care.




“Like most seniors, my mom did not want to move from her home, but living on her own, without help, was no longer viable,” said Jones. “Unfortunately, the community where she lived did not have the types of supports she needed.”




In keeping with the theme, proceeds from the second-annual event will help enhance programs to address senior isolation and loneliness.




“We’re finding the uptake on people coming back to in-person activities has been a lot slower than we would have thought,” says CHATS CEO Christina Bisanz. “We’re really trying to raise awareness that we have wellness programs in the community, that we have programs for diverse communities available, but that period of time where people stayed home and didn’t engage, I think, is still continuing on at this time. We really want to be able to get out, perhaps offer some new programs in different communities where we haven’t been present before and be able to serve our older adults with engaging activities that will get them out of isolation and address potential loneliness.”




CHATS is currently exploring ways in which they can address what they describe as “NORC” models – Naturally-Occurring Retirement Communities – that have formed in other locations within Canada and the United States.




These would be programs implemented in buildings that have a significant population of seniors – more than 30 per cent – but are not necessarily senior-specific communities.




“Many of these buildings are privately-owned, but they have common rooms, large lobbies, areas for people to congregate and be socially-involved – there are different models and we’re looking at NORC buildings in Aurora and Newmarket to see if there is potential for us to bring some programs into buildings and get people socially-engaged and active.




“An organization like CHATS, for example, would come in and organize social wellness programs – maybe a little light exercise. There could be a congregate meal that is served where people sit down and share [the experience]. In Halton, they have a PACE model – Progress for All-Inclusive Care of the Elderly. Those programs are even more robust in terms of also offering healthcare services that come into the building and have somebody on site who provides care coordination – helping older adults navigate care services and how to access care and understand where those services are available. Oasis, in Kingston, is a combination of social and healthcare and that is what we want to do just to start: to explore different models, understand how they are operating, what’s involved.”




There is also, she added, interest and support from members of the Northern York-South Simcoe Ontario Health Team to look at opportunities to partner with other groups.




“It’s early days, but this is an area where we really think there is tremendous potential to get something started.”




And every bubble and delicacy will help CHATS move forward.




Tickets for the April 24 event are on sale now at chatsbubblessmiles.ca.




By Brock Weir
Editor
Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
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